Accessibility Features in BadgerLink Resources

In accordance with DPI's commitment to equity, BadgerLink resources are procured with accessibility in mind. Features vary across content providers, and are compiled below for easy reference.

Text to Speech
Text to speech functionality on HTML full text articles
- All Britannica resources
- All EBSCO resources
- ProQuest’s U.S. Newsstream

Transcripts for audio and video
Transcripts for videos and audiobooks
- All Britannica resources
- All EBSCO resources
- ProQuest’s U.S. Newsstream
- TeachingBooks and Book Connections

Alternate Text
Descriptive page titles and alternate text for meaningful images
- All Britannica resources
- All EBSCO resources
- ProQuest’s U.S. Newsstream
- TeachingBooks and Book Connections

ARIA Landmarks
To assist users with screenreaders
- All EBSCO resources
- ProQuest’s U.S. Newsstream

Responsive User Interfaces
For accessing with different sized devices
- All EBSCO resources
- All Britannica resources
- ProQuest’s U.S. Newsstream
- TeachingBooks and Book Connections

Access Keys
For keyboard navigation
- All EBSCO resources
- ProQuest’s U.S. Newsstream

For more information, see BadgerLink’s Accessibility page at https://badgerlink.dpi.wi.gov/accessibility
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